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The observed structure of the electroweak interactions is understood in terms of a 
spontaneously broken gauge theory. Although we have 88 yet no experimental indica
tion 88 to the nature of the phenomenon responsible for symmetry breaking, general 
theoretical arguments set an upper limit of 1 or 2 Te V on the energy scale at which 
some manifestation of this phenomenon must occur. This scale defines a target for the 
effective hard collision energy that should be achieved in the next accelerator facility; 
the work [1] reported here was aimed at sharpening this requirement by studying the 
minimal manifestations of electroweak symmetry breaking that can be expected to 
occur in the TeV enerq region if a Higgs particle with mg < 1TeV is not found. 
While we used the minimal Higgs model 88 a guide, the results obtained are of far 
more general validity. Our analysis relied on thiee tools, briefly discussed below. 
1. VECTOR-SCALAR EQUIVALENCE. At high energies, E >> m.,., longitudinally 
polarized W's and Z's are equivalent [2], up to corrections of order m.,./ E.,., to their 
scalar counterparts, the would-be Goldstone bosons w= and z, that develop stron~ 
interactions (3] if mg < 1 TeV. This statement can be made mathematically precise r11 
to all orders of perturbation theory in a general Re gauge. It allows us to infer the 
physics of strongly interacting W's· and Z's by studying the strongly coupled scalar 
sedor of the theory. ·· 
2. SYMMETRIES OF THE SCALAR SECTOR. In the minimal model the scalar 
Lagrangian is specified by the potential: 

m 2 1m2 
- m 2 

-V = __!! H 2 +- __!! (14>1 2
) + __!! (14>12 +H2

)
2 

2 2 v Sv 
(1) 

-where the triplet of Goldstone bosons </>:..._ (w+, z, w-) is related to the standard com-
plex Higgs doublet by 

(2) 

The potential (1) is p&fity invariant with H defined 88 a scalar and the 4>1 as pseu
doscalars. It is further invariant under chiral SU(2) x SU(2) with </>1 a vector and H 
a singlet of the diagonal SU(2) subgroup, and 

- - - -6H =a·</>, 6 <f>=a (H + v) (3) 

under "axial" SU(2) transformations with parameters I a; I<< 1. lnvariance under 
(3) implies the usual Ward identities relating correlation functions of the conserved 
axial vector currents to S-matrix elements with external w's and z's; these determine 
uniquely the low energy scattering amplitudes that are identical to the "'~"' scattering 
amplitudes (in the limit m.. -+ 0) 88 determined twenty years ago by Weinberg [4] with 
the replacement / .. -+ v. It follows that the tree approximation to any Lagrangian 
with the correct symmetries, in particular that of the minimal model, Eq. (1), will 
give the correct w,z scattering amplitudes over some energy region m!,. << a <A. 

•work done iD collabora&ioa wilh M.S. Chuowiu. 
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:' Here A is the scale of new physics, such as the mass region of resonances (possibly, 
but not necessarily, a heavy Higgs) that form the spectrum of a strongly interacting 
scalar sector. The low energy amplitude is the same for any model in which this sector 
possesses a global chiral SU(2) symmetry; as far as is known this is the only class of 
models that insures the relation mw = m.l' co~ 1.. These low energy theorems deter
mine the way in which scattering amplitudes approach the regime of new physics, and 
therefore represent minimal expecta.t1onsi as any resonance production would enhance 
the predicted yields. The extrapolated low energy amplitude for the I = J = 0 chan
nel violates tree unitarity for ..fi > 1.8 TeV » 110 this energy defines the scale at which 
some deviation from the tree approximation to the standard model must occur if there 
is no light Higgs particle. 
3. VECTOR BOSON FUSION. In spite of the fact that the equivalent scalars w, z 
decouple from the (quasi) massless quarks that constitute hadrons, it turns out that 
fast hadrons (or leptons) provide reasonably intense beams of longitudinally polarized 
W's and Z's. This is because, in contrast with transversely polarized vector bosons, 
their emission is not suppressed in the forward direction. As a result, the familiar 
ln (8fm2) enhancement of the Weissacker-Williams approximation is replaced by an 
~ f m enhancement that exactly compensates the m2 / ~ suppression of the squared emis
sion amplitude, due to vecto~-scalar equivalence. Therefore, the vector boson fusion 
process, first studied (5) as a mechanism for Higgs production, provides a significant 
source of longitudinally polarized bosons that can subsequently rescatter through their 
conjectured strong interactions. 
In the analysis of Ref~ 1, yields of longitudinally polarized W's and Z's were estimated 
using unitarized Born approximations to the standard model with me = 1 TeV and 
me -+ oo. The w, z scattering cross-sections were folded into the effective WL, ZL 
luminosities [1),[6] in pp collisions as determined by the fusion mechanisms [5], using 
the parton distribution functions [7) of EHLQ. We found a significant enhancement of 
diboson production over qq annihilation background in the high invariant mass tail, 
ivv > 1/2 TeV for proton collisions at 40 TeV center-of-mass energr., while energies 
below 20 Te V would not provide a sufficient signal for detection. Even at the highest 
energies the signal is not overwhelming, and the :f!ighest achievable luminosities are 
desirable. The prospects for using non-leptonic W, Z decay& in the presence of a 
large QCD jet background are the object of on-going studies [8]. With a center-of
mass energy of 40 Te V and an integrated luminosity of 1040 cm-1, one could also 
expect a handful of spectacularly signed events such as p,*v,.p.=v,. from w*w* strong 
rescattering or multi-lepton plus jet events from 2 to 4 body scattering. 
The absence of any signatures of strongly interacting W's,and Z's at a facility capable 
of detecting them would imply the existence of a light Higgs particle that had hitherto 
escaped detection; for this reason such a facility cannot fail to address the question of 
the origin of the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry. If the answer involves 
new strong interactions, high energies and luminosity will be required to study their 
properties. 
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